Abstract: This is the first of a series of articles that deal with the calculation of the aerodynamic unsteady forces on lifting surfaces (wing, empennages) 
INTRODUCTION
The need to address some issues raised by aircraft engineering such as flutter, buffeting, gusts, aerodynamic response and stability, leads us to the study of unsteady aerodynamics. Problems of this kind have been approached long time ago [1] .The first studies considered only the aerodynamic forces acting on lifting surfaces performing harmonic oscillations. Two kind of methods of solving the problem occured from the beginning: the first one, that assumes the solution to be approximated by a series with unknown coefficients, [2] . The second that approximates the continuous pressure distribution by a (discontinuous) number of lifting segments [3] . This method called Doublet-Lattice Method (DLM), was preferred because it can be used for complex configuations. The method was later extended to include the presence of the fuselage [4] . In a recent article [5] the authors point out that the phenomenon of aerodynamic interference plays an important role for the flutter analysis: "FAA Advisory Circular AC No. 25 . 629 .1A recommends that interference effects be included in flutter analyses". On the other hand, some improvements have been made recently to the DLM [6] , [7] .
This article is an introduction into the field of unsteady flow methods proposed by the author. It contains the general equations to be used in the next papers.The structure of the series of articles will include: (1) improvements in Dat-Akamatsu and DL methods, (2) body in unsteady flow, (3) wing-body combination in unsteady flow, (4) wing-body-empennages interference in unsteady flow, (5) applications to gust effects, (6) applications to flapping wings.We emphasize that the analysis of the unsteady flow about the fuselage is done using an original method.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION UNDER SMALL DISTURBANCES ASSUMPTION
The next chapter contains the basic equations used in our analysis. They are used for both lifting surfaces and the body.
In what follows, we accept the hypothesis that the fluid is perfect. Moreover, we assume that the linearized theory is valid. Consider a fluid at rest at infinity. At finite distances there is a disturbance field induced by the motion of some lifting surfaces or/and streamlined bodies. Therefore at finite distances, the fluid is in motion, but its parameters differ by small amounts of their values at infinity. In this case, the equations of Acoustics are available [8] 
where (X,Y,Z) is a point in the fluid domain, 3 R , R T  , represents the time, and  a is the sound velocity at infinity.
The function  is the velocity potential while P stands for pressure. The symbol Δ stands for the Laplace operator. The function s is given below
Here  and   represent the fluid density at (X,Y,Z) and respectively, at infinity. We observe that the temperature variation is small, so it does not appear in our equations.
The first two equations in (1) can be written as 
In the previous equation
 is the acceleration potential given by
Suppose another coordinate system oxyz that coincides with OXYZ at T=0. The velocity of oxyz is (-U ∞ ,0,0). So we have Fig. 2 The fixed coordinate system OXYZ and the mobile coordinate system oxyz
In the new coordinate system we have 
Finally we get Here M is the Mach number of the motion. Case 1-steady motions with respect to the mobile system. We put
The equations (8) 
Then:
Making now a change of functions, 
Case 3 -oscillatory motion superimposed over steady motion. We have the functions One can easily show that both the steady and unsteady components defined in (15) will satisfy the equations (10) and respectively (12)- (14) . We observe that both the differential equation from (10) and from (14) could be brought by the following changes of variables and function
to the Helmholtz form
In (16) F stands for φ,ψ or  , .Considering now a closed surface (S') one can write the classical solution of (16) as:
where n  is the unit normal vector on (S'), and
Finally, returning to the first variables (x,y,z) and function F we can write
In the above equation we have
The surfaces (S) and (S') are actually one and the same close surface but expressed in different coordinate systems. 
OSCILLATING LIFTING SURFACES IN SUBSONIC FLOW
Unlike the fuselage whose theory will be presented in detail, the lifting surface theory is only briefly described here. For a more detailed presentation, see for example [10] .
Consider a "cylindrical wing" ( fig. 3 ), i.e. a wing whose chords are very close to a cylinder. The generalized "dihedral" angle γ(s) is presented in fig. 4 . Fig. 3 The wing coordinate systemsoxyz and oxsz Fig. 4 The curvilinear coordinate system oxszseen from a point on ox to depict the "dihedral" angle γ(s);n and t represent the unit vectors of the normal and tangent to the cylinder
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The following assumptions are considered valid:  The wing aerofoils are considered thin;  their camber line curvatures are small;  except the trailing edge (and possibly the control borders), the aerofoil is considered smooth;  the fluid does not flow through the wing surface;  the Kutta -Jukovski condition is always satisfied;  the angle of attack remains always small (no flow separations). The wing surface is a closed surface, so that we can use the F d expression given in (19) to get d  .
Finally, as the wing surface thickness approaches 0, the upper and lower sides of the wing overlap squeezing the surface of the camber lines between them. This limit surface, now an open surface, is called here the lifting surface. It is denoted by (W 0 ). Further we can calculate the disturbance potential "complex module" 
If we put in the above equations ω=0, we get the steady case. Consider now that the suface (W 0 ) is given by the
Here λ is a chorwise parameter (=0 for the leading edge and 1 for the trailing edge) and s a spanwise parameter (
for symmetrical wings). If (W 0 ) oscillates it has the equation
Here l is a reference length and the amplitude ) , (
<<1. We can calculate the velocity of
The normal unit vector of the oscillating (W 0 ) is 
We can write the boundary condition
Neglecting the terms from the second order up, we get from (25), (26), (27) and (28)
where 
In the above equations we use the Rodemich-Landahl expressions of the kernels 
. Then we write 
The velocity field is calculated by numerical differentiation. For example, if we have a plane wing (ζ=0), we can write using the Distributions in the modified domain, equations (35) and (36) give
This is the induced potential of the lifting surface (W 0 ) at a certain point ) , ( , fig. 5 . The authors proposed a division of the integration domain into four subdomains ( fig. 6 ). Then they use gaussian integration for each of these sub-domains.
We can calculate ; on the other hand, the numerical derivative depend linearly on the coefficients a ij . We obtain a system of linear equations with a ij unknowns. After solving the system of equations, we find the coefficients a ij . By placing these coefficients in equation (34) the problem is solved.
A Contribution to the Previous Method
The main difficulty of the Akamatsu-Dat method -consists of estimating the potential integrals at a distance l z    from the lifting surface plane (see the "blade" shape represented in fig. 5 ). The function from the kernel that gives this variation is the Dirac distribution generator given below We finally obtain for 3  n the values in the table below the lifting surface is divided into a network of small trapezoids called boxes ( fig.8) , with parallel sides along the undisturbed flow. In each of these trapezoids, the local lift is considered constant and applied on ¼ line ( fig. 9 ). So the lifting surface equation discretized in n boxes becomes
In the above equation, ) , (
represents the curvilinear coordinates of the normalwash collocation point of the box number i. The normalwash collocation point is located on the middle-line of the box at ¾ of its length. 
Albano and Rodden
proposed a method that uses a parabolic approximation of the variation of function K 1 . The method is straightforward, but it has some drawbacks. About this inconveniences and other problems we will deal in a next article.
Some Numerical Results
In the next diagrams we present the resuls obtained with a numerical code that develops a DLM method. In fig 10 it is presented the simple case of a swept wing in the steady flow. The continuous curve is obtained using the code (7x9 boxes) while the dots represent the experimental results [3] . Fig. 11 depicts the case of a rectangular wing executing a pitching a motion about an axis at x/c=0.5. The real part of the pressure coefficient is represented with continuous line, while the imaginary part is represented as a dotted line. One can also see the experimental values [13] as small circles (empty for the real part and filled for the imaginary part). The case of a rectangular wing AR=2 oscilating after a bending mode     fig. 12. (M=0.24, k=0.47) . In fig. 12 (a) one can see the pressure coefficient very close to the wing axis of symmetry, and in fig. 12 (b) the same coefficient at y/s≈0.9. We can also see the experimental results [3] as small dots (the previous convention for the dots is available).
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CONCLUSIONS
This article is part of a series that aims to present the results reached by the author regarding the study of unsteady aerodynamic flow about wings, empennages, bodies and their combination. The paper firstly presented the general equations that govern the unsteady flow in small disturbance assumption. They will be used in our further papers. Then it was presented the system of the two integral equations that describe the flow about a harmonically oscillating lifting surface. One of them describes the flow in steady case, and the second describes the the flow about the harmonically oscilating lifting surface. The two flows are completly decoupled. A contribution to the Akamatsu-Dat method was shortly presented. It will be developed in our next article. The functional collocation method has the advantage that it allows the estimation of the leading edge suction, which is sometimes useful. Then the work presented some numerical results obtained with the classical DLM. One can see that the results are quite good, considering that the wings were divided into a small number of boxes (up to 100). In a further work we will point out the main drawbacks of the method, and how they can be removed.
